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Abstract
M(atrix) theory on an orbifold and classical two-branes therein are studied with particular

emphasis to heterotic M(atrix) theory on S1=Z2 relevant to strongly coupled heterotic and
dual Type IA string theories. By analyzing orbifold condition on Chan-Paton factors, we
show that three choice of gauge group are possible for heterotic M(atrix) theory: SO(2N),
SO(2N + 1) or USp(2N). By examining area-preserving di�eomorphism that underlies the
M(atrix) theory, we �nd that each choices of gauge group restricts possible topologies of two-

branes. The result suggests that only the choice of SO(2N) or SO(2N +1) groups allows open
two-branes, hence, relevant to heterotic M(atrix) theory. We show that requirement of both
local vacuum energy cancellation and of worldsheet anomaly cancellation of resulting heterotic

string identi�es supersymmetric twisted sector spectra with sixteen fundamental representation
spinors from each of the two �xed points. Twisted open and closed two-brane con�gurations
are obtained in the large N limit.
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1 Introduction

Witten [1] has made an important observation that strong coupling limit of perturbative string

theories are uni�ed into M-theory with an eleven-dimensional Lorentz invariance. The massless

excitations are described by eleven-dimensional supergravity supplemented by additional in-

teractions necessary for anomaly cancellation. BPS spectra and duality symmetries of various

string theories have been identi�ed by studying macroscopic BPS two-branes and �ve-branes

wrapped on compacti�ed space [2]. Despite such progress, a complete understanding of the

M-theory has remained elusive.

Recently, an interesting proposal [3] have been put forward for a non-perturbative de�nition

of the M-theory. This, so-called M(atrix) theory provides a partonic description of M-theory,

in which the partons are type IIA 0-branes and open strings connecting them. In the in�nite

momentum limit, the total energy of 0-brane partons grow arbitrarily large, hence, its number

and transverse density increases inde�nitely. Correspondingly, the open strings connecting

them become arbitrarily short and leaves only massless gauge �elds. Thus, M(atrix) theory is
a gauge theory of area-preserving di�eomorphism among the 0-brane partons. As such, two-
branes arise quite naturally as collective excitations of 0-branes in a form of an incompressible
uid.

Horava and Witten[4] have shown that M-theory compacti�ed on orbifold S1=Z2 along 11-

th direction is a strongly coupled E8 � E8 heterotic string theory. At the two �xed points are
located the nine-branes or "ends of the world". Twisted sector of the M-theory consists of
twisted two-branes whose open ends are attached to the nine-branes. By compactifying further
on S1 and interchanging the two compact directions, the heterotic string theory turns into
S-dual, Type I string theory. Equally interesting situation is when M-theory is compacti�ed on

orbifold (S1)
5=Z2 with 16 �ve-branes at �xed points [5]. Townsend [6] and Strominger [7] have

shown that in M-theory two-branes can also end on �ve-branes. In this case, the boundary
of open two-brane is a self-dual string propagating on the �ve-brane world-volume. If the
separation between the two ends shrinks, the tension of self-dual string decreases and a non-
critical tensionless string emerges.

If the M(atrix) theory provides a non-perturbative de�nition of M-theory, the situations

alluded above point to a problem of formulating M(atrix) theory on an orbifold and in the

presence of �ve- and/or nine-branes. In particular, M(atrix) theory should support twisted
two-branes with open ends attached to these branes. An interesting and important question
is M(atrix) theory explanation to the origin and the enhancement of gauge symmetries from

the twisted sector. In this regard, M(atrix) theory de�ned on an orbifold may shed new non-

perturbative understanding to the dynamics of D = 10 strongly coupled heterotic string and
of D = 6 non-critical self-dual string.

In this paper, with these motivations, we investigage M(atrix) theory de�ned on an orbifold
S1=Z2 with particular emphasis on the strongly coupled heterotic string theory. As such, we

will call it as heterotic M(atrix) theory. In section 2, we analyze Chan-Paton factors of open

strings connecting 0-brane partons. We show that the orbifold conditions that reverse both
the spacetime parity and the string orientation allow SO(2N); SO(2N + 1) and USp(2N)

as possible gauge groups of the M(atrix) theory. It is also necessary, however, to check if
appropriate two-branes in the twisted sector can arise from a chosen gauge group. In section

3, we �nd that possible topologies of two-brane are intimately related to the choice of M(atrix)
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theory gauge group. Analysis of area-preserving di�eomorphism gauge symmetry indicates

that only SO(2N) and SO(2N + 1) groups are capable of describing both open and closed

two-branes, while USp(2N) group describes only closed two-branes. In section 4, we construct

heterotic M(atrix) theory. We identify the twisted sector spectra that cancels locally both

one-loop vacuum energy and worldsheet anomaly of resulting heterotic string. We also �nd

macroscopic M(atrix) open and closed two-branes and derive correspondence rules in the large

N limit.

Our notation of M(atrix) theory is as follows. Regularizing zero-momentum limit 2 by

compactifying the longitudinal direction on a circle of radius R, the M(atrix) theory action is

given by a matrix quantum mechanics of SU(N) gauge group [3] :

SM = TrN

Z
d�
� 1

2R
(D�X

I)2 +
R

4
[XI ;XJ ]2 +�TD��+ iR�T�I [X

I ;�]
�
: (1)

Here, XI and �� denote 9 bosonic and 16 spinor coordinates of 0-brane partons (I = 1; � � � ; 9
and � = 1; � � � ; 16). The Majorana spinor conventions are such that �I 's are real and symmetric
and i��� � �T :

�i =

 
0 �ia _a
�i_aa 0

!
i = 1; � � � ; 8; �9 =

 
��ab 0
0 +� _a_b

!
: (2)

The non-dynamical gauge �eld A� that enters through covariant derivatives D�X
I � @�X

I �
i[A� ;X

I ] and D��
� � @��

� � i[A� ;�
�] projects the physical Hilbert space to a gauge singlet

sector and ensures invariance under area-preserving di�eomorphism transformation. Thus,
M(atrix) theory consists of 9(N2�1)�(N2�1) bosonic degrees of freedom and 16(N2�1)=2 =
8(N2 � 1) spinor degrees of freedom. Hamiltonian in the in�nite momentum limit is given by

HM = RTrN
�1
2
�2

I �
1

4
[XI ;XJ ]2 + i�T�I [X

I ;�]
�
: (3)

The M(atrix) theory is invariant under the following supersymmetry transformations

�XI = �2�T�I�
�� =

i

2

�
�ID�X

I +
1

2
�IJ [X

I ;XJ ]
�
�+ �

�A� = �2�T �: (4)

Here, i� is a 16-component spinor generator of local supersymmetry, while � is a 16-component

spinor generator of rigid translation3. As such, the sixteen dynamical and sixteen kinematical
supersymmetry charges are given by:

Q� =
p
RTr

�
�I�I +

i

2
�IJ [X

I ;XJ ]
�
��
��;

S� =
2p
R
Tr�� (5)

respectively.

2It should be noted that non-trivial vacuum phenomena such as axial anomaly requires careful treatment of
zero-momentum components[8] in the in�nite momentum frame.

3Invariance under the kinematical supersymmetry can be checked easily using cyclic property of the trace
operation.
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2 Chan-Paton Factor Analysis

We �rst determine what gauge groups are capable of describing 0-brane parton interactions

on an orbifold and in the presence of spatial boundaries. In the next section we will examine

compatibility with the area-preserving di�eomorphism invariance and topology of classical two-

branes that arise as a collective excitation in the respective M(atrix) theory. We �rst try to

describe the group theory aspects which arise when we consider orbifolds in M(atrix) theory. As

we will see, the allowed M(atrix) theory gauge groups are SO(2N); SO(2N + 1) or USp(2N).

A convenient way of describing an orbifold is in terms of covering space. The e�ect of

orbifold is then to put both original and `image' 0-brane partons together in the covering space

and impose appropriate projection condition. This projection is a proper sub-group of the

original M(atrix) theory. Therefore, in this description, coordinate and spinor matrices are

2N � 2N in size. Denoting coordinate matrices parallel and perpendicular to a boundary by

Xjj and X? respectively, the Chan-Paton conditions to coordinate and spinor matrices are given

by:

X? = �M �XT
?
�M�1;

Xjj = +M �XT
jj
�M�1;

� = �?M ��T �M�1; �? �
Y
I2?

�I : (1)

(The same boundary conditions have been observed previously [9, 10] but with a di�erent
interpreation or in a limited generality.) Here, �? denotes an ordered product of perpendicular
direction gamma matrices. Note that f�?;�jjg = 0 for any parallel direction gamma matrices.

One can easily check that the orbifold mapping Eq.(1) is a symmetry of the M(atrix) theory

Hamiltonian Eq.(3), hence, allows an orbifold projection. The symmetry is related to the type
IIA symmetry that reverses the spacetime parity and the string orientation simultaneously.
In M-theory, the corresponding symmetry is a simultaneous spatial reection and reversal of
antisymmetric 3-form tensor potential AMNP ! �AMNP .

The matrix M relates the original and the `image' 0-brane partons. Hermiticity of the

coordinate and spinor matrices requires thatMT �M�1 = �I2N�2N , viz. M is either a symmetric

or an anti-symmetric matrix.
It is straightforward to check that the � signs in the parallel and the perpendicular coor-

dinates manifest orbifold projections: orignal and `image' 0-brane should have opposite per-

pendicular coordinates but the same parallel coordinates. To see this, consider a characteristic

polynomial P (x) of eigenvalues of X:

P (x) � det(xI�X) = det(xI�M �XT �M�1)

= det(�xI�X) = P (�x) (2)

for perpendicular and transverse coordinates respectively. Note that the result depends only

on the overall sign and independent of the matrix M .
The matrixM imposes one-to-one relation between an original parton and its `image' parton.

We have shown that M is either symmetric or anti-symmetric matrix. To analyze the resulting

gauge group of M(atrix) theory for each possible choices of M , it is convenient to consider X
as an assemble of 4 blocks N �N matrices. The possible choices of M can be written as:

(M�)2N�2N = IN�N 
 �� (3)
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where �� � (1; �1; �2; �3) is a complete set of basis of 2 � 2 matrices. Symmetric and anti-

symmetric choices of M correspond to M0;M1;M3 and M2 respectively. For M = M1 choice,

one �nds that

X? =

 
Y A

�A� �Y T

!
(4)

where Y is a Hermitian matrix and A is an anti-symmetric, complex matrix. The total number

of independent elements is N2 + 2 � N(N � 1)=2 = 2N(2N � 1)=2. On the other hand, the

parallel coordinate matrices take a form of

Xjj =

 
Z S

S� ZT

!
(5)

where Z is an unconstrained Hermitian matrix and S is a symmetric, complex matrix. The

total number of independent elements is N2 + 2 �N(N + 1)=2 = 2N(2N + 1)=2.
By unitary transformation, the above matrices can be brought into anti-symmetric and

symmetric, Hermitian matrices. Consider X! U �X � Uy where

U =
1p
2

 
1 i

i 1

!
(6)

Then,

X? ! 1

2

 
(Y � Y T)� i(A+A�) �i(Y + Y T) + (A�A�)
i(Y + Y T) + (A�A�) (Y � Y T) + i(A+A�)

!

Xjj ! 1

2

 
(Z + ZT)� i(S � S�) �i(Z � ZT) + (S + S�)
+i(Z � ZT) + (S + S�) (Z + ZT) + i(S � S�)

!
: (7)

It clearly displays that X? and Xjj are Hermitian, anti-symmetric and symmetric matrices. As
such, they form adjoint and symmetric representations of SO(2N) respectively.

Other symmetric choices M = M0;M3 give similar results: while block structure depends
on a speci�c choice of M , the perpendicular and the parallel coordinate matrices are matrices

having 2N(2N �1)=2 and 2N(2N +1)=2 independent elements respectively. They are precisely

adjoint and symmetric representations of SO(2N). We conclude that the M(atrix) theory on an
orbifold with symmetric choice of M is described by a matrix quantum mechanics with gauge
group SO(2N).

Next, consider the choice of anti-symmetric matrix M = M2. In this case, one �nds that

the perpendicular and the parallel coordinates take block matrix structure of:

X? =

 
Y S

S� �Y T

!
;

Xjj =

 
Z A

�A� ZT

!
: (8)

In this case, the perpendicular coordinate has N2+2�N(N+1)=2 = 2N(2N+1)=2 independent

elements, while the parallel coordinates have N2+2 �N(N �1)=2 = 2N(2N �1)=2 independent

elements. As such, they may be identi�ed with adjoint and antisymmetric representations of
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USp(2N) group. In fact, with M2 = IN�N 
 �2, the orbifold condition for the transverse

coordinate  
A B

C D

! 
0 �1
+1 0

!
+

 
0 +1

�1 0

! 
AT CT

BT DT

!
= 0 (9)

is nothing but the condition of Sp(2N;C) for SU(2N) Hermitian matrices. We conclude that

M(atrix) theory on a space with boundaries with an anti-symmetric choice of M is described a

by matrix quantum mechanics with gauge group USp(2N).

Finally, we analyze the fermion coordinate matrices. Due to the light-cone projection

�+� = 0, there are only 16-components. They form a spinor representation of SO(9) of

the transverse space. Consider a pair of longitudinal nine-branes ("end of the world") located

perpendicular to the 9-th direction, as is relevant for S1=Z2. The residual transverse space

manifests SO(8) rotational symmetry. The 16-component spinor can be further decomposed

into two inequivalent chiral spinors of SO(8). Thus,

� = 8s � 8c � Sa � S _a (10)

where
�9Sa = �Sa; �9S _a = +S _a: (11)

Under the orbifold condition, for gauge group SO(2N), Sa;S _a are adjoint representation and
symmetric representations respectively. For the gauge group USp(2N), Sa is an adjoint repre-
sentation while S _a is an anti-symmetric representation. Altogether, the 16-components of the
spinors 8s � 8c have total 16N

2 on-shell degrees of freedom for both SO(2N) and USp(2N)

gauge groups. Compared to the total bosonic on-shell degrees of freedom 2N(2N � 1)=2 + 8 �
2N(2N � 1)=2 � 2N(2N � 1)=2, there are 16N fermionic or 8N bosonic degrees of freedom
de�cit for SO(2N) and USp(2N) gauge groups respectively. It should be noted that center of
mass degrees of freedom consist of 8 bosonic and 8 fermionic modes and the de�cit degrees of
freedom originate from the internal relative motion among the 0-brane partons.

The mismatch of Bose-Fermi degrees of freedom is consistent with the surviving super-
symmetries of the orbifold projection and SO(2N) or USp(2N) gauge symmetries. As will be
discussed in section 4, however, mismatch of the degrees of freedom leads to non-trivial one-loop

renormalization of the moduli space metric and linear potential for the 0-brane. The radiatively
induced potential amounts to dilaton tadpole amplitude, hence, local cosmological constant.

Such a potential can be cancelled locally by introducing a twisted sector of the orbifold. From
the above counting, we see that the twisted sector should consist of 8 fermions (4 bosons) in

the fundamental representation of SO(2N) (USp(2N)) gauge group. For now, it is su�cient to
notice that the de�cit degrees of freedom originates from the orbifold conditions that eliminates

8N fermionic or bosonic 0-brane partons excessively along the diagonal entries.
As a �nal remark, it is also possible to have 0-brane partons attached to the orbifolds.

They are interpreted as a mirror pair of `half' 0-brane partons moved to the orbifold �xed

point. Clearly such a situation is described by SO(2N + 1) M(atrix) theory uniquely.

3 Area-Preserving Di�eomorphism Analysis

It has been shown that the M(atrix) theory contains two-brane as a collective excitation of
Landau-level orbiting 0-brane partons forming an incompressible two-dimensional uid. The
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existence of two-brane may be traced down to the area-preserving di�eomorphism invariance

of the M(atrix) theory in the N ! 1 limit. In other words, the M(atrix) theory is a gauge

theory of area-preserving di�eomorphism group [11].

In the previous section, we have identi�ed SO(2N), SO(2N + 1) and USp(2N) as possible

gauge groups of the M(atrix) theory on an orbifold. Several possible choices of M(atrix) theory

gauge groups stems from the fact that the Chan-Paton factor analysis was purely kinematical. If

M(atrix) theory based on these gauge groups were to describe open two-branes attached at the

orbifold �xed points, then the M(atrix) theory should possess area-preserving di�eomorphism

invariance relevant to their topologies. It is clear that this requirement is more stringent

than the Chan-Paton factor analysis, hence, renders more re�ned information for the choice of

M(atrix) theory gauge group.

In this section, with the above motivation, we analyze the area-preserving di�eomorphism

invariance relevant to two-branes of lower genus topologies. It is well-known that M(atrix)

theory with SU(N) group is a gauge theory of area-preserving di�eomorphism for both spherical
and toroidal two-branes, Di�0(S2) and Di�0(T2). The area-preserving di�eomorphism of open

two-branes of disk D2 and cylinder C2 topologies are then obtained by truncating generators
of Di�0(S2) or Di�0(T2) appropriately. In fact, all other topologies related to S2 and T2 by
involution, M�obius strip M2, Klein bottle K2 and real projective space RP2 are also obtained
in this manner. Some of these unoriented and closed topologies have been studied previously
by Pope and Romans[13] and by Fairlie, Fletcher and Zachos[14]. For completeness, we include

their results briey in the foregoing list.
As will be shown below, SO(2N) M(atrix) theory describes disk D2, cylinder C2, Klein

bottle K2, and M�obius strip M2. SO(2N + 1) M(atrix) theory describes disk D2, cylinder C2

and M�obius strip M2, hence, open branes only. On the other hand, USp(2N) M(atrix) theory
yields real-projective space RP2, and Klein bottle K2, hence, unoriented closed two-branes only

(The result of our analysis is summarized in the table at the end of this section). We thus
conclude that only SO(2N) and SO(2N + 1) M(atrix) theories are capable of having open
two-branes.

3.1 Genus 0 and 1/2 Two-Branes

By involution of spherical two-brane with Di�0(S2), it is possible to construct disk D2 and real-

projective plane RP2 two-branes. We now show that the M(atrix) theory describing these two-
branes, hence, preserving Di�0(D2) and Di�0(RP2) area-preserving di�eomorphism invariance
is given by SO(2N), SO(2N + 1) or USp(2N) gauge groups respectively.

3.1.1 Spherical Two-Brane and Di�0(S2)

To describe area-preserving di�eomorphism of sphere S2, following Ref.[13], let us introduce a

complete set of scalar spherical harmonics

Ylm(x) � Ci1;���;ilx
i1 � � � xil (1)

in terms of embedding space coordinates x � (x1; x2; x3) satisfying

x � x = 1: (2)
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In Eq.(1), Ci1;���;in are symmetric, traceless, tensor coe�cients. The `magnetic' quantum number

ranges over m: �l � m � l. The S2 area-preserving di�eomorphism algebra is encoded into

the Poisson bracket algebra among the spherical harmonics

fYlm; ; Yl0m0g � �ijkx
i(@jYlm)(@kYl0m0)

=
l+l0�1M
j=jl�l0 j

[Yj(m+m0) ]; (3)

viz. a sum of irreducible polynomials of scalar harmonics in the range jl� l0j � j � (l+ l0� 1).

The above construction of area-preserving di�eomorphism algebra is in one-to-one corre-

spondence with SU(N) Lie algebra expressed in terms of maximal embedding of SU(2). Under

maximal embedding, the generators of SU(N) can be expressed as products of SU(2) generators

�i in the N -dimensional representation:

T (1) = Ci�i

T (2) = Cij�i�j

� � �
T (N�1) = Ci1i2���iN�1

�i1 � � ��iN�1
: (4)

Here, the coe�cients Cijk��� are the same symmetric, traceless, tensor coe�cients as in Eq.(1).
The above form of SU(N) generators simply express that, using the fact that the fundamental
N -dimensional representation of SU(N) remains irreducible in SU(2), the adjoint representa-
tion of SU(N) is decomposed into N2 � 1 = 3 + 5 + � � �+ (2N � 1) representations of SU(2).

The T (i) matrices form a complete set of traceless, Hermitian N �N matrices, hence, provide
a basis for SU(N).

The �i generators in the N -dimensional representation of SU(2) can be represented by a
totally symmetrized 2(N�1) � 2(N�1) matrices:

�i = Sym[�i 
 I
 � � � 
 I+ I
 �i 
 I
 � � � 
 I+ � � �+ I
 I
 � � � 
 �i]; i = 1; 2; 3 (5)

in which �i; i = 1; 2; 3 are the Pauli matrices.

Comparison of Eq.(1) and Eq.(4) shows that the commutation relation among SU(N) gen-
erators T(i) is isomorphic to the Poisson bracket relation Eq.(3) among the spherical harmonics

Yl(x). In the large N limit, the non-commutativity among T (i)'s becomes irrelevant. Thus,

the area-preserving di�eomorphism of S2, Di�0(S2) is realized by SU(N) algebra, reproducing
well-known result[12].

3.1.2 R=Z2 Two-Brane and Di�0(S2)

Two-brane attached on a boundary at �xed point of R=Z2 is topologically equivalent to disk

D2 two-brane. The latter is obtained by an involution

x3 ! �x3 (6)

from the S2 two-brane constructed above. In terms of polar angle (�; �), the involution Eq.(6)

is equivalent to simultaneous parity and �! �+ � rotation, under which

Ylm(x)! (�)l+mYlm(x): (7)
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The vector harmonics that form a basis of generators of area-preserving di�eomorphism trans-

formation are obtained as parity-odd combinations:

Llm � fYlm : Ylm � (�)l+mYlmg: (8)

Since only odd values of (l+m) are selected as the basis, the total number of vector harmonics

generators are given by

Llm = fY1;0; Y2;+1; Y2;�1; Y3;+2; Y3;0; Y3;�2; � � �g; (9)

hence, yield 1 + 2 + 3 + � � � + (2N � 1) = 2N(2N � 1)=2 generators. This equals precisely to

the number of generators of SO(2N) group, and suggests that area-preserving di�eomorphism

on D2 is described by N !1 limit of SO(2N) Lie algebra 4.

We now show that the above construction of D2 area-preserving di�eomorphism is in one-

to-one correspondence with the Lie algebra of SO(N). Again, using the maximal embedding

of SU(2) in SU(N) and corresponding representation of the basis Eq.(4), it remains to show

that the generators are Hermitian and antisymmetric. The symmetric tensor Ci1���in relevant
for vector harmonics satisfying the involution Eq.(6) allows only odd numbers of �3. It is now
convenient to make (�1;�2;�3)D2

= (�3;�1;�2)S2 . This cyclic permutation of N -dimensional
SU(2) generators rede�nes �3 naturally into an anti-symmetric matrix :

�3 = Sym[�2 
 I
 � � � 
 I+ I
 �2 
 I
 � � � 
 I+ I
 I
 � � � 
 �2]: (10)

Noting that the constant tensor Cijk���'s are completely symmetric, we �nd that only a set
of generators left over are 2N(2N � 1)=2 independent, 2N � 2N Hermitian, anti-symmetric

matrices. They are the generators of SO(2N).
Again, in the large N limit, the non-commutativity among the surviving T(i)'s die o� suf-

�ciently fast that the resulting SO(N) Lie algebra is exactly the same as the area-preserving
di�eomorphism algebra Di�0(D2).

3.1.3 Real-Projective Two-Brane and Di�0(RP2)

The real-projective plane is described by an involution x ! �x of the sphere S2. Under the

involution the spherical harmonics maps as Ylm ! (�)lYlm. Hence, a complete set of vector
harmonics that generate the area-preserving di�eomorphism Di�0(RP2) are the odd-parity
subset of S2 spherical harmonics Eq.(1):

Llm = fY1; Y3; Y5; � � � ; Y2N�1g (11)

Hence, the Poisson algebra among these subset of harmonics is isomorphic to sub-algebra that
closes among the generators:

T (1); T (3); T (5); � � � ; T (2N�1): (12)

As shown by Pope and Romans[13], this sub-algebra forms Sp(2N;C)\SU(2N) = USp(2N)

group. To see this, consider a totally anti-symmetric (2(2N�1) � 2(2N�1)) matrixM:

M� Sym[�2 
 �2 
 � � � 
 �2]: (13)

4A similar analysis shows that SO(2N +1) subgroup is also possible by recalling that 1+2+ � � �+(N �1) =
N (N � 1)=2.
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It is straightforward to check that the SU(2) generators �i in Eq.(5) of the 2N -dimensional

representation satis�es:

�i �M+M��T
i = 0; (14)

hence, for i = 1; 3; � � � ; (2N � 1),

T(i) �M+M� TT
(i) = 0: (15)

Therefore, the subset of generators Eq.(12) forms an Sp(2N;C) algebra. Since they are Her-

mitian as well, the generators actually closes under Sp(2N;C) \ SU(2N) = USp(2N). This

establishes that M(atrix) theory with a gauge group USp(2N) is relevant to real-projective

plan two-brane and Di�0(RP2) thereof.

3.2 Genus-1 Two-Branes

Starting from toroidal two-brane, open two-branes of cylindrical and M�obius strip topologies,
and closed and unoriented two-brane of Klein-bottle topology are obtained by involution.

3.2.1 Toroidal Two-Brane and Di�0(T2)

Consider a torus de�ned in terms of coordinates (x; y)

x � (x; y) ' (x+ 2�; y) ' (x; y + 2�): (16)

A complete set of scalar harmonics on T2 are Fourier modes:

Ym(x) � exp[im � x]; m = (m;n) 2 Z2: (17)

The area-preserving di�eomorphisms are generated by vector �elds

Tm = �(@aYm)�ab@b
= Ymm� (�irx): (18)

They satisfy Di�0(T2) algebra

[Tm; Tn] = (m� n)Tm+n: (19)

As is well-known[12, 14], �nite matrix algebra realizes the above Di�0(T2) in the N ! 1
limit. Speci�cally, one �rst picks a primitiveN -th root of unity ! = exp(2�i=N) and, following
't Hooft, a pair of unitary and traceless matrices U; V that are primitive N -th root of unity:

UV = !V U ; UN = V N = 1: (20)

It then follows that a set of matrices

Jm � !�mn=2UmV n (21)

for 1 � m;n � N are linearly independent, complete set of basis for the N � N Hermitian

matrices of SU(N) (excluding the rigid mode generator J00). From the composition rule:

JmJn = !m�n=2Jm+n; (22)
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the commutators of Tm � N=2�iJm are closed:

[Tm;Tn] =
N

�
sin

� �
N
m� n

�
Tm+n: (23)

In the large N limit, the commutator algebra Eq.(23) agrees with Eq.(19), the area-preserving

di�eomorphism algebra Di�0(T2). Correspondingly, M(atrix) theory with gauge group SU(N)

possesses Di�0(T2) and describes T2 two-branes as collective excitations of 0-brane partons.

3.2.2 S1=Z2 Two-Branes and Di�0(C2)

Cylindrical two-brane is obtained by an involution of T2:

(x; y) ' (x; 2� � y); (24)

so that the fundamental cell [0; 2�]� [0; �] is double-covered by T2. Under the involution, the

scalar harmonics transforms as

Ym ! Y ~m; ~m � (m;�n): (25)

Therefore, the vector harmonics of the area-preserving di�eomorphism on C2 is spanned by the
subset of basis:

Cm � fYm : Ym � Y ~mg: (26)

They satisfy the Di�0(C2) algebra:

[Ck; Cm] = (k�m)Ck+m � (k� ~m)Ck+ ~m: (27)

We now realize the above Di�0(C2) algebra in terms of large N limit matrix algebra. Using
the commutation relation Eq.(23), it is easy to show that the set of matrices

Cmn � N

2�i
[Jm � J ~m] (28)

are closed and form a subalgebra of SU(N). Let us take U and V as

U =

0
BBBBBBB@

!

!2

!3

. . .

1

1
CCCCCCCA
; V =

0
BBBBBBB@

1
1

1
. . .

1

1
CCCCCCCA
; (29)

which have the property as UT = U and V T = V �1. We �nd that JT
m = J ~m and matrices Cm

are anti-symmetric. Being Hermitian, they span SO(2N) or SO(2N + 1) Lie algebras.
Incidentally, there exists an alternative involution possible. Involution of T2 as:

(x; y) ' (x; � � y) (30)

yields the fundamental cell as [0; 2�] � [�=2; 3�=2]. In this case, the generator matrices are

projected to a subset consisting of Jm � (�)nJ ~m. They span SO(2N) 2 U(2N).

We conclude that M(atrix) theory de�ned with a gauge group SO(2N) or SO(2N + 1)
possesses Di�0(C2) local symmetry and is capable of describing twisted two-branes of cylinder

topology. Precisely such a two-brane stretched between the two ten-dimensional "end of the

world" is expected to describe strongly coupled heterotic and dual type IA strings.
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3.2.3 M�obius Strip Two-Brane and Di�0(M2)

The M�obius strip is obtained from the torus by an involution:

(x; y) ' (y; x): (31)

The fundamental cell is a square made by 4 intersecting lines, i.e. y = �x and y = �(x� �).

y = �x and y = �x + � are glued together with a twist, thus giving a M�obius strip. Under

this involution the scalar harmonics transform as:

Ym ! Ym̂; m̂ � (n;m): (32)

The parity-odd harmonics are generated by:

Mm = Ym � Ym̂: (33)

They are closed under commutators:

[Mk;Mm] = (k�m)Mk+m � (k� m̂)Mk+m̂: (34)

This basis form SO(N), for N can be both even and odd.
Consider the matrices spanned by

U = !�
N�1

4

0
BBBBBBBBB@

!1=2

!

!3=2

. . .

!
N�1

2

1

1
CCCCCCCCCA
; V = UT : (35)

We have
Jm = JT

m̂; (36)

hence, the matricesMm = Jm�JT
m̂ are antisymmetric. Being Hermitian at the same time, they

span SO(2N) and SO(2N+1) Lie algebra. We conclude that M(atrix) theory with these groups
possess Di�0(M2) and is capable of describing twisted two-branes of M�obius strip topology.

3.2.4 Klein-Bottle Two-Brane and Di�0(K2)

The Klein bottle K2 is obtained from the torus T2 by an involution of simultaneous reection

and shift:

(x; y) ' (x+ �; 2� � y); (37)

viz. the fundamental domain [0; �] � [0; 2�] is double-covered by T2. Under the involution
Eq.(37), the scalar harmonics transforms as:

Ym ! (�)mY ~m; ~m = (m;�n): (38)

Therefore, the parity-odd vector harmonics are generated by a subset of harmonics:

Km = Lm � (�)mL ~m: (39)
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In addition, there is one global vector �elds and associated rigid generator. The harmonics Km

in Eq.(39) are closed under commutators:

[Kk;Km] = (k�m)Kk+m � (�)n(k� ~m)Kk+ ~m: (40)

The matrix algebra realization of the above Di�0(K2) is proceeded by replacing Lm in the

expression Eq.(39) by (N=2�i)Jm of Eq.(21). It turns out that the matrix algebra closes only

for even N . With the same choice for U; V as was done for cylinder, we have

MUTM�1 = �U;
MV TM�1 = V �1; (41)

where M = �1 
 1. Using Eq.(41), we have MKT
mM

�1 = �Km. We already know that

with symmetric matrix M , above constraint produce SO(2N), as subalgebra of U(2N). With

slightly di�erent choice, we can also relate Klein bottle to USp(2N). Take 5

U = !1=2UC2
; V =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

i

1
. . .

1

i

1
. . .

1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

: (42)

This choice satis�es Eq.(41) again, with M = �2 
 1. Since M is antisymmetric now, we
have reduction to USp(2N). Hence, both SO(2N) and USp(2N) can describe Klein-bottle
two-brane.

To conclude, we summarize relation between the choice of M(atrix) theory gauge group and
twisted two-branes that can be described by each choice.

M(atrix) Theory Gauge Group Matrix Generators Two-brane Topology

SO(2N) and SO(2N+1) Ylm � (�)l+mYlm Disk

USp(2N) Ylm � (�)lYlm Projective plane

SO(2N) and SO(2N+1) Jm � J ~m Cylinder

SO(2N) Jm � (�)nJ ~m Cylinder

SO(2N) and USp(2N) Jm � (�)mJ ~m Klein bottle

SO(2N) and USp(2N) Jm � (�)m+nJ ~m Klein bottle

SO(2N) and SO(2N+1) Jm � Jm̂ M�obius strip

SO(2N) Jm � (�)m+nJm̂ M�obius strip

From this result, it should be clear that the twisted two-brane with open ends at the 9-brane

(end of the world) is possible only for the choice of M(atrix) theory gauge group SO(2N) and
SO(2N + 1).

5This choice satis�es U2N = V 2N = �1, which is di�erent from usual convention.
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4 Heterotic M(atrix) Theory

4.1 Supersymmetry and Twisted Sector

Based on the results of analysis on Chan-Paton factor and of area-preserving di�eomorphism

gauge symmetries, we have found that heterotic M(atrix) theory is described by SO(2N) or

SO(2N + 1) matrix quantum mechanics6. The thirty-two supersymmetries of the underlying

SU(2N) M(atrix) theory is broken to sixteen supersymmetries due to the orbifold projections.

The �eld contents and gauge quantum numbers are given as follows. For bosonic �elds, 8 parallel

coordinates Xi; i = 1; � � � ; 8 are in the symmetric representations while transverse coordinate

A9 is in the adjoint representation. The non-dynamical gauge �eld A0 is also in the adjoint

representation. For spinor �elds, eight component Sa are in the adjoint representations while

eight component S _a are in the symmetric representations. The surviving eight supersymmetries

are 8s components. The heterotic M(atrix) theory Lagrangian is given by:

Luntwisted = Tr
� 1

2R
(D�X

i)2 � 1

2R
(D�A9)

2 � R

2
[A9;X

i]2 +
R

4
[Xi;Xj ]2

� SaD�Sa +RSa[A9;Sa] + S _aD�S _a +RS _a[A9;S _a]� 2iRXi�ia _afSa;S _ag
�
:(1)

We take a convention that all the �elds are Hermitian matrices. This heterotic M(atrix) theory
is invariant under eight dynamical and eight kinematical supersymmetries. In terms of the
conjugate momenta �i and E9 to X

i and A9 respectively, the eight dynamical supersymmetry
charges are given by

Qa =
p
RTr

h�
�i�

i
a _aS _a + E9Sa

�
+

1

2

�
Xi�

ij
ab[Sb;X

j] + [A9;X
i]�ia _aS _a

� i
: (2)

It is easy to see that the Qa supercharges map symmetric and adjoint representation �elds
of SO(2N) back into symmetric and adjoint representation �elds. For the other eight broken
supersymmetries, it is not even possible to write down a gauge invariant expression of the
`would-be' supercharges Q _a. This is an expected result: while the covering space M(atrix)
theory allows SU(2N) gauge invariant 8c supercharges, orbifold projection reduces the gauge

group to SO(2N) with the above �eld content. In terms of the new �eld content, the 8c
supercharges become no longer gauge invariant.

While the above heterotic M(atrix) theory is perfectly supersymmetric, the orbifold projec-
tion apparently does not lead to equal numbers of bosonic and spinor degrees of freedom. Count-

ing on-shell degrees of freedom, there are 2N(2N � 1)=2+8 � 2N(2N +1)=2� 2N(2N � 1)=2 =

16N2 + 8N bosons and 4 � 2N(2N � 1)=2 + 4 � 2N(2N + 1)=2 = 16N2 spinors. As alluded pre-
viously, this originates from the excess projection of the spinor coordinates along the diagonal

entries in the 8s. On the other hand, the de�cit fermionic degrees of freedom can be matched
by adding eight (plus eight mirror) spinors in the fundamental representation of the SO(2N)

gauge group for each orbifold �xed points, which we call the `twisted sector'. The twisted sector

spinors are neutral under the surviving supersymmetries of the orbifold projection. As such,
each of the untwisted and the twisted sectors are manifestly supersymmetric.

6SO(2N+1) matrix quantum mechanics was studied �rst in a closely related context in Ref. [15] based on
earlier work Ref. [9].
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While the de�cit of degrees of freedom seems unavoidable consequence of the orbifold pro-

jection, it is gratifying that the M(atrix) theory tells us indirectly what the �eld contents of

the twisted sector consists of. The de�cit spinor degrees of freedom are attributed to the 8s
representation. As such, the fermions in the twisted sector have quantum numbers (8; 2N) un-

der SO(8) global and SO(2N) gauge symmetries. Given these quantum numbers, interaction

of the twisted sector fermions to the untwisted sector is uniquely determined 7:

Ltwisted =
8X

a=1

2NX
A;B=1

�A1a(D� + 9RA9)AB�
B
1a + �A2a(D� + 9R(A9 � i�R9�2))AB�

B
2a: (3)

In this expression, the two sets of fermions �1 and �2 originate from each of the two �xed

points on S1=Z2 orbifold. We also have introduced a notion of `chirality' operator 9 so that

9�
A
a � ��Aa , which amounts to a choice of relative sign between the A0 and A9 �eld couplings

in Eq.( 3). This `chirality' operation is motivated by the observation that the twisted sector

fermions originate from to the de�cit 8s degrees of freedom in the untwisted sector.
The 9 `chirality' prescription given as above is not arbitrary but follows from consistency

conditions. First, the twisted sector interactions should be invariant under the residual su-
persymmetry. With 9 = �1, the supersymmetry variations of A0 and A9 cancel out each
other. Second, as will be shown below, with 9 = �1 `chirality', the twisted sector fermions
become the sixteen worldsheet fermions whose Kac-Moody currents generate the spacetime

gauge symmetry in the T-dual heterotic string.
The complete heterotic M(atrix) theory Lagrangian is a sum of Eq.(1) and Eq.(3). Upon

T-duality, the heterotic M(atrix) theory is related to the D-string in type I string theory. The
latter was interpreted as the heterotic string theory itself [16]. As such, it would be interesting
to see how the worldsheet theory of the heterotic string may be recovered from the heterotic

M(atrix) theory. The T-duality turns the heterotic M(atrix) theory into an (1+1)-dimensional
SO(2N) gauge theory on a dual orbifold:

L(1+1) =
I
d�

2�

�
Tr
�
� 1

4R
F 2
�� +

1

2R
(D�X

i)2 +
R

4
[Xi;Xj ]2

� SaD=Sa + S _aD=S _a � 2iRXi�ia _afSa;S _ag
�

+
8X

a=1

2NX
A=1

�A1aD=AB�B1a + �A2aD=Ab�B2a
�
; (4)

where i; j = 1; � � � ; 8 and all the �elds depend on (�; � = RX9). The covariant derivatives

are de�ned as D�X
i � (D�X

i;D�X
i), D� � @� � i[A9; ], D=Sa � (D� + �9D9)Sa etc. and

DAB � (D� � D9)AB respectively. We have also made a �nite shift A9 ! A9 + i�R9�2 by

making the boundary conditions of �2 fermions opposite to those of �1.
Consider the simplest case N = 1=2, viz. a single D-parton attached to the orientifold.

Let us take the `light-cone gauge' A0 = A9. There are no components to �elds of adjoint
representations, while �elds of symmetric representations are (1� 1) �elds, Xi = X i(�; � ) 2 8v
and S _a = S _a(�; � ) = S _a(� � �) 2 8c. They are the eight bosonic and eight spinor spacetime

coordinates of the Type I D-string in the Green-Schwarz formalism. In the `light-cone gauge',

7A similar twisted sector fermion interaction was introduced previously in Ref. [15]. Our derivation o�ers a
detailed account for the M(atrix) theory origin and dynamics governing them.
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noting the 9 sign choice of the twisted sector fermions, �A1;2 = �A1;2(�; � ) = �A1;2(� + �), we �nd

precisely the worldsheet structure of the heterotic string in which the spacetime supersymmetry

is realized in the light-cone Green-Schwarz formulation and the spacetime gauge symmetry are

generated by worldsheet Kac-Moody current algebra of the 16 + 16 twisted sector fermions

from each �xed points. Noting that they have opposite boundary conditions each other, the

resulting gauge symmetry is expected to be E8 � E8 rather than SO(32).

The necessity of the twisted sector consisting of 16 spinors may be understood from another

point of view as well. First, without the twisted sector fermions, it is straightforward to

see that there arise non-trivial renormalization of moduli space metric and potential to the

heterotic M(atrix) theory at one loop . Non-vanishing static potential represents M(atrix)

theory manifestation of non-vanishing cosmological constant, viz. uncancelled dilaton tadpole

amplitude. The presence of one-loop induced cosmological constant can be probed by scattering

a 0-brane parton o� the orientifold. The orbifold projection arranges an `image' 0-brane at the

opposite side of the orientifold. Therefore, integrating out massive modes, we should expect
to reproduce the result of two 0-brane scattering proportional to v4=r7. In particular, for a

consistent description of heterotic M(atrix) theory, a 0-brane parton at rest should be a stable
con�guration, viz. static potential between the 0-brane parton and its image should be absent.
The relevant calculation has been considered in Ref. [9]. For a 0-brane `head-on' collision to
one of the orientifold, the potential 8 in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is calculated
by integrating out massive modes. In the background gauge A0 = 0 and A9 = (i=2)�2 vt,

massive excitations consist of 16 bosonic modes from Xi and 8 complex fermionic modes from
S _a. The 0-brane potential due to orbifold �xed point is calculated from one-loop Feynman
integral (vacuum tadpole) over these massive modes. Using proper-time regularization of the
one-loop integral, we �nd:

Aorientifold =
Z +1

�1

dt Vorientifold(v; vt) = det�8(�@2� + v2� 2) det+4
 

@� +v�
+v� @�

!
;

Vorientifold(v; r) = v
Z
1

0

dsp
�s
e�sr

2 4 � 2 cos vs

sin vs
= [�4r + v2

2r3
+ � � �]: (5)

The result displays a linear, velocity-independent, one-loop vacuum energy, which arises due to

the fact that boson and spinor coordinates are under di�erent SO(2N) representations, hence,
mismatch of boson{fermion degrees of freedom. The linear potential is not compatible with the

expected stability for a 0-brane parton at rest at a distance away from the orientifold. In the

closed string channel, this is an exchange of dilaton between the �xed point and the 0-brane
parton, viz. dilaton tadpole amplitude induced by non-vanishing local cosmological constant.

However, the cosmological constant is cancelled locally by the twisted sector fermions 9 at each
location along A9 = (i=2)�2r. It is important to recall that the twisted sector fermions are in

the fundamental representation of the M(atrix) gauge group SO(2N) 10 and the elementary

8We have checked that the same result follows also for the `light-cone gauge' A0 = A9 = (i=2)�2vt.
9It is in fact su�cient to cancel the cosmological constant and dilaton tadpole amplitude only globally. In

that case, however, it is not possible to identify �eld content of the twisted sector from the heterotic M(atrix)
theory. Moreover, the only stable con�guration of 0-brane partons is only when they are all located at the
orbifold �xed point.

10We disagree the result of Ref. [9], in which the twisted sector fermions were apparently taken to be in
symmetric representation, not in fundamental representation. This error has caused the author of Ref. [9] to
conclude incorrectly that the total number of twisted sector fermions to be sixteen instead of thirty-two.
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but crucial fact that the distance between probe 0-brane and its mirror is the twice the distance

between probe 0-brane and orientifold. The 0-brane potential due to twisted sector is generated

by integrating out massive fermionic modes from 16 complex, twisted sector fermions. Using

proper-time regularization, we �nd:

Atwist =
Z +1

�1

dtVtwist(v; vt) = det+8
 
@�

v�
2

v�
2

@�

!
;

Vtwist(v; r) = �v
2

Z
1

0

dsp
�s
e�s

r2

4

4 cos vs
2

sin vs
2

= [+4r +
4v2

3r3
+ � � �]: (6)

From the above local analysis, we clearly see that each orientifolds carry 8 (plus 8 `image')

negative units of D8-brane RR charge. It shows that the twisted sector consists of eight fermion

representing D8-branes and their `mirror' images has to be located at the orientifold location

in order to cancel local cosmological constant.

A few remarks are in order. Once the twisted sector spectra is determined as above, moduli
space of twisted sector can be further explored by deformation and displacement of each of
the D8-branes. In addition, while the above result is essentially a requirement of dilaton
tadpole cancellation, we also expect to reach the same conclusion from the anomaly cancellation
requirement of (1+1)-dimensional worldsheet gauge theory Eq.(4) of the T-dual Type I D-string
that was identi�ed as a heterotic string [16]. Noting that Sa and S _a transform as left-handed

adjoint and right-handed symmetric representations, we �nd that the SO(2N) gauge anomaly
8C2(adjoint) � 8C2(symmetric) = 8((N + 2) � (N � 2))C2(fundamental) due to untwisted
sector fermions is cancelled precisely by thirty-two twisted sector fermions transforming as
left-handed fundamental representations. Finally, even though the local cosmological constant
is cancelled completely by the twisted sector fermions at the orbifold �xed point, there still

remains a nontrivial one-loop e�ect: moduli space metric of the 0-brane partons is renormalized
nontrivially both by the orientifold and the twisted sector fermions to g99 = (1 + 11R=3r3).

4.2 Large{N Twisted and Untwisted Two-Branes

By construction, the heterotic M(atrix) theory Eqs.(1, 3) is a gauge theory of area-preserving
di�eomorphism relevant to open two-branes. It is therefore of interest whether macroscopic

matrix two-brane con�gurations can be constructed in the large N limit.
The simplest open two-brane of direct relevance to the strongly coupled heterotic string is

a cylindrical two-brane whose ends are attached to the two nine-branes. We have found such
a two-brane con�guration as follows. Let the open two-brane is extended along 1-9 direction

in which the 1-direction is in�nitely extended. It is useful to recall the block matrix structures
of the SO(2N) adjoint and symmetric representations. Noting that the block diagonal ma-

trices Y;Z are (N � N) Hermitian matrices, a matrix open two-brane con�guration is easily

constructed as:

X1 =
R1p
2

 
P 0

0 PT

!
; A9 =

R9p
2

 
Q 0

0 �QT

!
; (7)

where P;Q are (N � N) (N ! 1) Hermitian matrices satisfying a commutator [Q;P ] = i.
The con�guration yields

1

R1R9

[A9;X1] =
1

2
[Q;P ]� [�QT; PT] =

i

2
I2N�2N: (8)
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Due to the reection symmetry of A9 con�guration, the range of eigenvalues for A9;X1 is

[0; 2�R1] 
 [0; �R9]. By permuting the 9-th and the 11-th (longitudinal) directions, the two

ends of cylindrical two-brane become precisely the heterotic string propagating at each nine-

branes.

In the background of the above open two-brane, it is also possible for the twisted sector

fermions to show a nontrivial, macroscopic con�guration. Since A0 = 0 for the macroscopic

matrix two-brane, the equation of motion for �Aa coupled to the two-brane is given by:

h  @� 0

0 @�

!
+ i

 
Q 0

0 �QT

! i �(1)
a

�(2)
a

!
= 0; (9)

where we have used the chirality property 9�
A
a � ��Aa and decomposed the spinors explicitly

into 8N partons �(1)
a and their mirror image partons �(2)

a . Since the heterotic string as the

boundary of open two-brane is extended along 1-direction, it is convenient to represent P = �, a

c-number variable on a range [0; 2�], and Q = i@�. In this representation, by combining the eight
original and the eight mirror fermions, a nontrivial con�guration is found straightforwardly:

�I = EI exp[i(� + �)] (10)

for a non-vanishing, normalized lattice vector EI 2 SO(16). The con�guration represents
twisted sector fermions propagating chirally at each end of the open two-branes, viz. heterotic
string 11. Similar construction is possible for a disk or a cylindrical two-brane attached to
either of the two nine-branes. Even though topologically not stable, at least for the ones with
a macroscopic size, classical description should be valid.

In addition to the twisted open two-branes, the heterotic M(atrix) theory should possess

macroscopic, matrix two-branes of closed topology. In fact, it is straightforward to recognize
that the heterotic M(atrix) theory contains a subsector with sixteen supersymmetry charges.
Recall that the orbifold projection in the heterotic M(atrix) theory has reduced the supersym-
metry into half that of the covering space M(atrix) theory. The `would-be' 8c supercharges
were no longer SO(2N) gauge-invariant.

On the other hand, away from the orbifold �xed points, strings connect among partons but

not to their images. In terms of the block matrix structures given in Eqs.(4,5) of section 2, only
the diagonal block (N � N) matrices describe the parton interactions. These diagonal block
matrices are, however, unconstrained (N�N) Hermitianmatrices of SU(N) 2 SO(2N) for both

adjoint and symmetric representations. Once all the matrix �elds are truncated to the diagonal

block matrices, it is then easy to recognize that the heterotic M(atrix) theory Eq.(1) reduces
to a SU(N) M(atrix) theory (and its mirror) in which all the �elds are adjoint representations

of SU(N). This subsector should preserve sixteen supersymmetries. The 8c supercharges are
SU(N) gauge invariant even though non-invariant under SO(2N), hence, were projected out

in the latter. Since this subsector is equivalent to the SU(N) M(atrix) theory, closed, oriented

two-branes should be present as well. For de�niteness, consider a toroidal two-brane extended
along (1-2) directions. The matrix con�guration is given by:

X1 = R1

 
Q 0
0 QT

!
; X2 = R2

 
P 0

0 PT

!
: (11)

11The solution is valid, however, strictly in the large N limit. At �nite but large N, the Dirac equation is a set
of 2N-coupled equations, which can be solved iteratively. The large N limit then reduces to the above solution.
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in the notation given above. Hence, the two-brane wrapping number is found:

[X1;X2] = i�3 
 IN�N ;

Z2�2 =
1

N
TrN�N

�
i[X1;X2]

�
=

 
1 0

0 �1

!
: (12)

The relative negative sign between the two-brane and its image correctly counts for the ori-

entation reversal of the two-brane or, equivalently, of the antisymmetric tensor �eld AMNP !
�AMNP under the orbifold condition.

4.3 Large N Limit

We �nally discuss the large N limit of the heterotic M(atrix) theory. In this limit, we expect that

the M(atrix) theory becomes a (2+1) dimensional �eld theory coupled to a (1+1)-dimensional
boundary �eld theory. Since the heterotic M(atrix) theory is constructed from an involution of
SU(2N) M(atrix) theory, we �rst recapitulate the large N limit recipe of the latter and then
consistently impose the involution condition of SO(2N) M(atrix) theory.

In this section, extending results of Ref. [11, 12, 14] we explain correspondence rules between

the matrix �elds and the continuum �elds in the large N limit for open two-branes. For
de�niteness, we will consider cylindrical involution in what follows.

In the large N limit of M(atrix) theory, Hermitian SU(N) matrices are expanded as XI =P
mXI

mJm, where Jm is a complete set of basis for the (N �N) matrices introduced in Eq.(21)
of section 3. Therefore, it is su�cient to study large N limit of the basis matrices Jym = J�m.
In section 3.2.1, we have shown that Jm's satisfy the trigonometric Lie algebra Eq.(23). In the

large N limit, the trigonometric Lie algebra is reduced to

[Tm;Tn] = (m� n)Tm+n (13)

for Tm � (N=2�i)Jm. This algebra is most conveniently described in terms of two non-
commuting variables p̂; q̂ satisfying commutation relation [q̂; p̂] = 2�i

N
so that

U = eip̂; V = eiq̂; Jm = eimp̂+inq̂: (14)

Since the non-commutativity is suppressed in the large N limit, the matrices Jm approach

ordinary functions that depend on the classical phase{space variables p = (p; q):

Jm ! Ym(p) � exp(im � p): (15)

In the phase{space, the Poisson bracket algebra of Ym's

fYm; YngPB = (m� n)Ym+n (16)

becomes isomorphic to the large N commutator algebra Eq.(13). Therefore, by introducing

doubly periodic functions XI (p) �P
mXI

mYm(p), in the large N limit, the matrix commutator

algebra can be replaced by the Poisson bracket algebra:

[XI ;XJ ]! 2�i

N
fXI (p);XJ(p)gPB: (17)
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Next, we replace trace over matrices into a phase space integral. To do so, it is convenient

to recast the trace operation as an inner product:

TrX
y

IXJ � hXI jXJi : (18)

While we consider Hermitian matrices exclusively, we �nd it more convenient to retain the

Hermitian conjugation operation and keep track of the inner product structure. Thus,

TrJymJk = TrJ�mJk = N �m;k: (19)

On the other hand, for the classical basis functions on the classical phase space, we haveI �

��
dp
I �

��
dq Y �

m(p)Yk(p) = (2�)2�m;k: (20)

Thus we are led to the following identi�cation

TrXy

IXJ ! N

(2�)2

I �

��
dp
I �

��
dqX�

I (p)XJ (p): (21)

Finally, consider the N -dimensional fundamental representations coupled to matrices, rele-
vant to the twisted sector. Fundamental representations �A of SO(N) are most conveniently

expanded
�I =

X
n

�Inen (22)

in terms of the basis vectors:

e1 =

0
BBBBBB@

1
0

0
...
0

1
CCCCCCA
; e2 =

0
BBBBBB@

0
1

0
...
0

1
CCCCCCA
; : : : ; eN =

0
BBBBBB@

0
0

0
...
1

1
CCCCCCA
: (23)

The action of SO(N) matrix basis U; V in section 3, Eq.(29) to the basis vectors is given by

U en = !nen;

V en = en+1 (24)

with an identi�cation eN+n = en. This algebra, with an inner product < ekjel >� eTk � el = �kl,

can be represented by periodic functions and operators acting on them de�ned on a periodic

interval p 2 [��; �]:
eiq̂ exp(imp) = !m exp(imp);

eip̂ exp(imp) = exp(i(m+ 1)p);Z �

��
dp (eikp)�eimp = 2��km; (25)

where q̂ � �2�i
N
@p and p̂ � p. Thus, identifying U = e

2�
N
@p, V = eip, and en = einp, we obtain

the large N limit expresssion of twisted sector interactions:

�IXIJ�
J !

I �

��
dp��(p)X(p;� @

@p
)�(p) (26)
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at each boundaries q = 0; �.

The basis of heterotic M(atrix) theory Eq.(28) of section 3 restricts the continuum �elds

to q 2 [0; �] with two �xed points at q = 0; �. As such, the continuum �elds should be

supplemented by boundary conditions. In the large N limit, the orbifold conditions section 2,

Eq.(1) are replaced by reection conditions:

X?(p; q) = �X?(p;�q);
Xjj(p; q) = +Xjj(p;�q);
Sa(p; q) = �Sa(p;�q);
S _a(p; q) = +S _a(p;�q): (27)

Therefore, the appropriate boundary conditions are

X?(p; q = 0; �) = 0;

@qXjj(p; q = 0; �) = 0;

Sa(p; q = 0; �) = 0;

@qS _a(p; q = 0; �) = 0: (28)

The boundary condition agrees with the ones derived from the M-theory [18].
With the above correspondence rules Eqs.(17, 21, 26) and the boundary conditions Eq.(28),

it is straightforward to �nd continuum expression of the heterotic M(atrix) theory Lagrangian.

5 Discussions

M(atrix) theory as a viable non-perturbative de�nition of M-theory has passed various consis-

tency tests so far [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. In particular, it has been shown that the M(atrix) theory
supports two-brane [3] and longitudinal �ve-brane [19], which are shown to be BPS states made
out of in�nitely many 0-branes.

In this paper, we have initiated investigation of M(atrix) theory on an orbifold. We have
shown that di�erent choices of M(atrix) theory gauge group give rise to di�erent topologies of
classical two-branes. This is not surprising after all: the M(atrix) theory is nothing but a gauge

theory of area-preserving di�eomorphism transformation. Interestingly, while Chan-Paton anal-

ysis constrains the possible choices of M(atrix) theory gauge groups, we have found that it is
through the area-preserving di�eomorphism analysis that we uncover more re�ned information

of the M(atrix) theory. We have found that, among SO(2N), SO(2N +1) and USp(2N) gauge
groups allowed by Chan-Paton factor analysis for M(atrix) theory, only SO(2N) or SO(2N+1)

M(atrix) theory is capable of describing nontrivial twisted two-branes as BPS excitations.

As the simplest yet non-trivial example, we have considered the heterotic M(atrix) theory.
This is a M(atrix) theory de�ned on an orbifold S1=Z2. We have shown that Bose-Fermi
degrees of freedom matching, hence, cancellation of localized cosmological constants require

an introduction of twisted sector consisting of 16 fermions (plus mirrors) transforming in the

fundamental representation of SO(2N) or SO(2N+1) M(atrix) gauge group. They are nothing

but the 8 D8-branes (plus mirrors) located at each orbifold �xed points. We have constructed
a classical BPS con�guration of open two-brane stretched between the two �xed points. The

two ends are nothing but the heterotic string moving freely in the ten-dimensional spacetime.
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In addition, we also found a closed two-brane hovering around the full eleven-dimensional

spacetime. By studying the large N limit, we have shown that the correct boundary conditions

to the open two-brane are obtained for both bosonic and spinor coordinate �elds.

In the forthcoming papers [24], we will report consistency checks of the heterotic M(atrix)

theory and orbifold M(atrix) theories in higher-dimensional orbifolds, especially, (S1)
5=Z2 and

(S1)
9=Z2 related by string dualities to compacti�ed string theories.

We thank M. Dine, D. Kabat, E. Silverstein and L. Susskind for discussions and I. Bars and

M.R. Douglas for correspondences.
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